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Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM)

• Fluorescence lifetime (t) is the average time a population of fluorophores spend in the 
excited state before returning to the ground state.   

v The time-resolved measurements of lifetime are unaffected by variations in probe 
concentration, changes in the excitation intensity, or light scatter.   

• The lifetime is an intrinsic property of the fluorophore:

Probe tm

Fluorescein (PB, pH 7.5) 4.1 ns 

NADH (Bound) 0.9

FAD 2.8

Retinol 1.5

v A mixture of these probes with overlapping emissions 
can be separated by their individual lifetimes.
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FRET by FLIM
5

• Quenching events cause the fluorescence 
lifetime to shorten.

• FRET is a quenching event (kET), allowing 
transition to the ground state without 
fluorescence emission. 

v Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) can accurately measure the change 
in lifetime resulting from FRET.

• Events in the probe environment that affect 
the excited state can change the lifetime –
molecular stop watch. 
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• A continuous excitation light source is modulated at high radio frequencies (1-400 MHz) 
to excite the fluorophores.

7
Frequency domain FLIM measurements

• Because of the lifetime of the excited state, 
there is a phase delay (Φ) and a change in 
modulation (Μ) of the emission signal –

these provide a direct measure of the lifetime.

Φ

AC
DCΜ =

Modulation:

Phase delay:
• The resulting emission signal from the 

fluorophores will also be modulated.
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Frequency domain FLIM measurements: 

◗ Laser scanning FLIM/FFS 
microscope with single 
molecule detection sensitivity.
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• The phasor plot is a simple geometric representation of the frequency characteristics 
of the emission signal.

The phasor plot for frequency domain data analysis

Cole & Cole (1941) J Chem Phys 9:341
Jameson et al. (1984) App Spec Rev 20:55
Redford & Clegg (2005) J Fluoresc 15:805
Eichorst et al. (2014) Meth Mol Biol 1076:97
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http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/89/Unfasor.gif

• The phasor is the projection of the emission signal waveform as a vector rotating about 
the origin in a complex plane:
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• The phasor plot maps the Φ and M from every image pixel using the Fourier transform 
components S and G. 

Weber (1981) J Phys Chem 85:949

The phasor plot for frequency domain data analysis

• For a fluorophore with a single 
component decay, the relationship

M = cos Φ

describes vectors with endpoints that 
fall somewhere on a universal 
semicircle.

• The lifetime distributions for fluorophores with multi-component decays will fall inside 
the semicircle.
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• Cerulean and Turquoise2 have identical spectra, but different lifetimes. 

11
Phasor plot measurements of probe mixtures 

Purified FPs
Multi-frequency plot                                                                                     Phasor plot

• The lifetime distribution for Turquoise2 falls on the semicircle, indicating a 
single component lifetime decay of 4.5 ns. 

Turq2
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Phasor plot measurements of probe mixtures 

Purified FPs

• The lifetime distribution for Cerulean falls inside the universal semicircle, 
which indicates the presence of more than one lifetime component; 

• it is best fit to a two-component decay, with an average lifetime of 3 ns. 
Multi-frequency plot                                                                                     Phasor plot

Turq2
Cer

(2-component)
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Phasor plot measurements of probe mixtures 

50:50

Purified FPs

• The lifetime distribution for the mixture 
falls on a straight line between the 
distributions for the pure components.

• The position on the line determines their 
relative contribution.

Cer
(2-component)

Combined Phasor plot

• Despite the identical emission profiles for these two FPs, their distinct lifetimes 
allow phasor analysis to be used to determine the relative contribution of each 
to a mixture. 

Day (2014) Methods 66:200

Turq2
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Förster resonance energy transfer

• FRET is the direct transfer of excited state energy from a donor fluorophore to a 
nearby acceptor.

• A fluorophore in the excited-state is an oscillating dipole that creates an electric field 
(the donor - D).

D

• If another fluorophore (the acceptor - A) enters the electric field, energy can be transferred 
directly by dipole-dipole coupling. v No intermediate photon!

D A

15
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• Theodor Förster described how  FRET efficiency decreased 
as the inverse of the sixth power of the separation distance.

Energiewanderung und Fluoreszenz Naturwissenschaften (1946) 

Translated in: Suhling (2012) JBO 17(1):011002

16

< 2,500 Å

FRET measures the spatial relationship between the FPs

v The detection of FRET indicates the fluorophores are separated by less than ~ 80Å.

R0, the Förster distance 
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FRET by FLIM
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• FRET is a quenching event (kET), allowing transition to the 
ground state without fluorescence emission – this shortens 
the lifetime. 

• The Jovin laboratory (1995) was the first to use fluorescence 
lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) to measure FRET.  
Gadella and Jovin (1995) J Cell Biol 129:1543

Change in lifetime with acceptor photobleaching

• To measure FRET by FLIM, only two measurements are 
required:

◗ donor lifetime in the absence of acceptor (!D).

EFRET = 1 – (!DA/!D)

◗ donor lifetime in the presence of acceptor (!DA).

© RNDay_PoFT_2018
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FRET Standard Linker composition
Turquoise- 5 aa - Amber -SGLRS-
Turquoise- 5 aa - Venus -SGLRS-
Turquoise- 10 aa - Venus -SGLRSPPVAT-
Turquoise- 17 aa - Venus -SGLRSRAQASNAAVDGT-
Turquoise- 27 aa - Venus -SGLRSENLYFQGPREFPGGTAGPVATV-
Turquoise- 36 aa - Venus -SGLRSENLYFQGPREFPGGTGSGRGSGTGTAGPVAT-
Turquoise- 46 aa - Venus -SGLRSENLYFQGPREFPGGTGSGRGSGTGTGSGRGSGTGTAGPVAT-

• To validate measurements of FRET, FRET standards were generated using Turquoise 
coupled to Venus through progressively longer linkers.

Intramolecular FRET: measurements of the FRET standards

• Fusions were also created with Amber -
the Y66C mutant of Venus that folds correctly, 
but does not act as a FRET acceptor. 

Amber

19
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• Turq-5aa-Amber has a single lifetime of 3.8 ns.
* Ven Y66C (Amb) folds but doesn’t absorb or emit – control for probe environment

FLIM analysis by phasor plot: FRET standards in living cells
20

3.8 ns

Donor alone
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• Turq-46aa-Ven is weakly quenched:  EFRET = 1 – (tDA/tD) = 24%

FLIM analysis by phasor plot: FRET standards in living cells
21

3.8 ns

3.0 ns

Donor alone
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FLIM analysis by phasor plot: FRET standards in living cells
22

• Turq-5aa-Ven is strongly quenched: EFRET = 1 – (tDA/tD) = 43%
2.2 ns

3.8 ns

3.0 ns

Quenched

Donor alone
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Biosensor probes

• The FRET standards serve as starting point for 
the development of FRET-based biosensor 
probes. 

23

FRET Standard

• A kinase activity reporter (AKAR) is a reporter of intracellular PKA activity.

FRET-based Biosensor probe

• The genetically encoded biosensor probes 
consist of donor and acceptor FPs connected 
by a sensing unit:

• The sensing unit contains a substrate linker
that is modified by a cellular activity and a 
sensor linker that binds to the modification: 

Zhou et al. (2012) Methods in Enzymol 504:317 © RNDay_PoFT_2018



Improved FRET-based biosensor probes 
24

• The changing intramolecular FRET signal reports the spatiotemporal dynamics of 
protein activity inside living cells.

• AKAR4.1 consists of mTurquoise and circular permuted Venus coupled through a PKA 
specific substrate and the phospho-substrate binding domain FHA1. 

AKAR4.1

• The phosphorylation of the AKAR 
substrate by PKA causes the sensing 
unit to change conformation, altering 
the distance between the FRET pair. 

© RNDay_PoFT_2018



• FLIM measures the changing lifetime of the AKAR4.1 biosensor probe after treatment 
with Forskolin (Fsk):

FLIM measurements of AKAR biosensor probe activities
25

• The pixel resolution lifetime map shows where the probe lifetimes are changing.
Tao et al. (2015) Am J Physiol Cell Physiol 309: C724 © RNDay_PoFT_2018
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• C/EBPα binds to DNA as an obligate dimer and localizes to regions of heterochromatin.

10 μm

Centromeric
heterochromatin

GFP-C/EBPα in the cell nucleus

C/EBPα

TAD

BR

LZip

DNA

• Centromeric heterochromatin is analogous to an endogenous DNA array allowing 
visualization of protein dimerization and interactions associated with chromatin.

v Can FRET-FLIM detect C/EBPα dimer formation on DNA?

Measuring intermolecular protein interactions with FRET-FLIM
27

C/EBPα BZip

10 μm

GFP-BZip in regions of heterochromatin
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FRET-FLIM analysis of BZip domain interactions
counts ns

28

• The lifetime map shows the probe 
lifetime in specific regions.

• The phasor plot represents the 
lifetime distribution in the entire 
image.

Donor Alone
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FRET-FLIM analysis of BZip domain interactions

counts
ns

counts

• The lifetime information can be 
acquired from individual regions 
of interest (ROI).

counts

29

• The lifetime map shows the probe 
lifetime in specific regions.

• The phasor plot represents the 
lifetime distribution in the entire 
image.

counts ns
Donor + Acceptor
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Measuring intermolecular protein interactions with FRET-FLIM

v The A:D ratio influences the FRET efficiency (EFRET). 

• To detect FRET, FLIM measurements need only made in the donor channel.

• Because the Acceptor- and Donor-labeled proteins are encoded by different plasmids, 
every transfected cell will have a different A:D ratio.

No FRET

FRET

Donor channel

No FRET 

Acceptor channel

30
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• We use the cell-to-cell variability in the Acceptor-to-Donor ratio (IA/ID) to measure EFRET.

FRET-FLIM analysis of BZip domain interactions

• FLIM was used to determine the 

EFRET for multiple ROI in cells 

expressing Turquoise- and Venus-

labeled BZip proteins.

• The EFRET for 16 different cells 

(~10 ROI per cell) are plotted as a 

function of the IA/ID ratio.

ns ns

31
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HP1α coordinates networks of protein interactions 32

• Studies indicate that Heterchromatin protein 1 alpha (HP1α) – a protein critical for 
heterochromatin formation can also interact with transcription factors (TF).

Bulut-Karslioglu et al. (2012) Nat Struct Mol Biol 19:1023

• We used FRET-FLIM to determine how C/EBPα interacts with HP1α.

• C/EBPα directs programs of cell differentiation, regulates genes involved in energy 
metabolism, and localizes to methylated promoters in regions of heterochromatin.

• C/EBPα localizes to regions of heterochromatin – typically associated with gene silencing.

© RNDay_PoFT_2018



● The average EFRET and the IA/ID 

ratio was determined in 5-10 
different ROI for each cell (n=23).

● FLIM measures the interactions of 
Cer3-C/EBPα and Venus-HP1α.

Siegel et al. (2013) J Biomed Optics 18:025002

● The EFRET is plotted as a function 
of the IA/ID for each cell.

Cer3-C/EBPa + Ven-HP1a

Heterologous interactions between HP1α and C/EBPα 33

C/EBPα

HP1α
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● Disrupting HP1α interactions with 
chromatin alters the interaction 
with the BZip domain.

34Heterologous interactions between HP1α and C/EBPα

BZip

HP1α
W41A

Siegel et al. (2013) J Biomed Optics 18:025002 © RNDay_PoFT_2018



• These studies demonstrate that the BZip transcription factor C/EBPα interacts with HP1α
when associated with regions of heterochromatin.

Conclusions 35

• The BZip domain alone is sufficient for the interaction, and the interaction does not 
require the canonical PxVxL motif in HP1α;

• but the association of HP1α with MeK9 of H3 is 
necessary for a strong interaction with the BZip 
domain protein.

• Taken together, the results demonstrate the interaction 
between CEBPα and HP1α in heterochromatin, and 
suggest a mechanism by which CEBPα might control local 
genomic structure.

© RNDay_PoFT_2018



• Advantages:

36

» The frequency characteristics are directly measured from each image pixel -
there is no fitting, and no a priori knowledge 
of the biology is required.

» Time-resolved measurements are not affected by excitation intensity, probe 
concentration, or light scatter. 

• Limitations:

» System and analysis are complex.

FLIM measurements of protein interactions

» Quenched and unquenched probe populations 
can be quantified.

» Photon-intensive – it takes 10-30 sec to acquire a 256 x 256 image at ~200 counts 
per pixel (imaging at 128 or 64 is much faster).

© RNDay_PoFT_2018
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FLIM measurements of intrinsic metabolic states
38

• The fluorescence lifetimes of the intrinsic fluorophores, however, 
can be separated using FLIM. 

• FLIM can also quantify the lifetime properties of the intrinsic fluorophores that contribute 
to cellular auto-fluorescence in living tissues. 

• Cellular metabolites, including NAD(P)H, FAD, and the retinoids are auto-fluorescent, 
but their emission wavelengths strongly overlap and are difficult to separate.  

• Intravital FLIM can map cell-specific metabolic signatures in the 
tissues of live animals without the need to determine the lifetimes 
for individual species. 

Lifetime Image, gated for S2 segment

Living mouse kidney, 60X
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Cellular auto-fluorescent signals strongly overlap

• The auto-fluorescence emission signals from endogenous sources strongly overlap. 

Santin et al. (2013) Lasers Surg Med 45:597

• It is very difficult to quantify changes 
in the individual emission signals –

• but lifetime measurements can distinguish the contributions of the different 
auto-fluorescent components.

• There is heterogeneity in the 
concentrations and differing quantum 
yields for bound and free forms. 
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• FLIM and phasor analysis can separated and identify the purified intrinsic fluorophores.

Lifetimes of purified endogenous fluorophores 40

FAD: Flavin Adenine Dinucleotide
NADH: Nicotinamide Adenine Dinucleotide
PPIX:  Protoporphyrin IX

Two photon excitation
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Cellular auto-fluorescent signals strongly overlap

• Two photon excitation (2PE) FLIM can be used to distinguish different metabolic signatures 
from cells in situ in complex living tissue.

Hato et al. (2017) J Am Soc Neph 28: 10.1681

• We’re using 2PE FLIM imaging 
of the kidney to evaluate the 
molecular and cellular basis of 
physiology and pathophysiology. 

© RNDay_PoFT_2018



• Mixtures of the endogenous fluorophores have predictable positions on the phasor. 

42
Lifetimes of purified endogenous fluorophores

v Phasor analysis enables  
label-free IVM of metabolic 
states in individual cell-
types in living tissues. 

Hato et al. (2017) J Am Soc Neph 28: 10.1681

Two photon excitation

© RNDay_PoFT_2018



Intravital FLIM to monitor cellular metabolism in intact tissue
43

• Challenges for intravital microscopy:

» Extreme heterogeneity – vascular and epithelial 
components with highly coordinated functions.

» Unique structure-function relationships within 
tissues are dynamic.

» Study of pathophysiology and disease require 
longitudinal measurements.

Intravital FLIM 
imaging of the 
kidney 

v Intravital FLIM imaging of complex cellular environments can overcome these challenges.

• 2PE FLIM enables label-free imaging of metabolic states in the complex cellular 
environments of intact tissues in living animals.

© RNDay_PoFT_2018
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Label-free imaging of metabolic states in tissues 45

• Gating on regions of interest (ROI) in 
the phasor fingerprints can be used to 
map different cellular metabolic states.

• The phasor distribution (or “fingerprint”) 
of a living tissue has a complex shape 
with different lifetime clusters.

v Phasor fingerprint provides a method to visualize cell physiology without any fitting 
or assumptions about the biology.

• 2PE FLIM measurements of intrinsic auto-fluorescence report the metabolic states of 
cells in intact tissues.

© RNDay_PoFT_2018

FAD-NADH Axis

2PE at 800 nm
80 MHz

Phasor fingerprint of auto-fluorescence in intact mouse kidney
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Color-coded Phasor Image            2PE phasor at 800 nm • The phasor fingerprint for mouse 
kidney shows the distribution of 
intrinsic lifetimes along the FAD-
NADH axis.

• The color-coded 
phasor images show 
that the S1 and S2
tubules have different 
average endogenous 
lifetimes.

Label-free intravital FLIM in living mouse kidney 

v This likely reflects a very different 
metabolism in the two  PCT segments. 

Hato et al. (2017) J Am Soc Neph 28: 10.1681 © RNDay_PoFT_2018



• Advantages:
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» The frequency characteristics are directly measured from each image pixel -
there is no fitting, and no a priori knowledge 
of the biology is required.

» Time-resolved measurements are not affected by excitation intensity, probe 
concentration, or light scatter. 

• Limitations:

» System and analysis are complex.

» Photon-intensive - but only if you need to separate the component contributions –
the phasor fingerprint provides a method to visualize cell physiology.

FLIM measurements of protein interactions and intrinsic metabolic states

» Quenched and unquenched probe populations 
can be quantified.

» Label-free intravital imaging of metabolic states. 
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